PY.360 (GENERAL STUDIES)

PY.360.501. Friday Noon:30 Recital Series. 0.5 Credits.
Student performances covering all historical periods and a variety of genre. Attendance required in the first two semesters of undergraduate enrollment.
Area: P, Y

PY.360.502. Friday Noon:30 Recital Series. 0.5 Credits.
Student performances covering all historical periods and a variety of genres. Attendance is required in the first and second semesters of undergraduate enrollment
Area: P, Y

PY.360.503. Friday Noon:30 (Alt Project). 0.5 Credits.
A concert attendance project required in the third and fourth semesters of undergraduate enrollment.
Area: P, Y

PY.360.504. Friday Noon:30 (Alt Project). 0.5 Credits.
A concert attendance project required in the third and fourth semesters of undergraduate enrollment.
Area: P, Y

PY.360.505. Music Speaks. 2 Credits.
Exploration of repertoire to explore the process behind their imagining and creation in an effort to move an audience to a deeper understanding.
Area: P, Y